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Every day that goes by where citizens allow the
coverup the of most sinister crime in the history of the
world to to be covered up and dismissed we are putting
nails in the coffin of our way of life and perhaps the
country as a whole. The media is already starting to
shelve the Epstein story. Why? The same organization
which wants the crime covered up owns the media.
What do you expect the media to do? This is what the
situation appears to be from the fantasy free vantage
point.
The whole Epstein episode has been in the planning for a long time. The appearance is that Donald
Trump, hired William Barr as attorney general for the express purpose of making sure the case doesn’t
go far enough to damage any of the multitude of the world’s elite who visited his Island.
So, what does Trump get out of it? The elite will call off the media attack dogs and stop trying to
sabotage the Trump presidency. They may even support his re election now. Watch and see if it doesn’t
turn out that way. If the Deep State heat picks up again, then the Trump administration has the option of
implicating them. If the heat on Trump dies down, you can bet that is why.
There was such a comedy of errors in the handling of Jeffrey Epstein in jail that it is completely
impossible that he wasn’t set up to be murdered and then of course murdered. The only other thing that
could have happened is that it was made sure that he had opportunities to commit suicide should he
want to. Another alternative is that the mob in charge convinced Epstein that committing suicide would
be in his best interest to commit. However, there was no way he was going to get out of that jail alive
or even talk while he had a chance to. Epstein was murdered.
So, Bill Clinton was at the Island twenty seven times. Chances are he did more than play shuffle board,
drink fine wine and enjoy the company of old friends. Suppose he did exploit the young girls. What if
they grew up, got away and talked? To prevent that, they some may be dead and buried on the island?
Are there any plans to dig around on the island and find out? If there are bodies on that island, you can
bet there will be no effort to find them. Bill Clinton was just one elite who had the honor of indulging
on that island. Certainly they all appreciate Trumps offer. Perhaps now, Trump can join the club.

I remember a while back members of congress insisting that investigations of things are warranted due
to the seriousness of a charge. Is there anything not serious about charges being levied in the Epstein
case? Are any lawmakers insisting on investigation?
Yes, there are ongoing investigations but all by folks who may have an interest in burying the episode.
A panel of ordinary citizens needs to be organized as a means of investigating a crime like this. The
same FBI that tried to rig the 2016 election has raided the island. Chances are the efforts of the FBI’s
effort are more to make sure there is no significant evidence rather than to find any. How about the
CIA? Earlier in history the CIA helped orchestrate the assassination of John Kennedy? How much has
the CIA changed since then?
The consequences to ordinary citizens from letting anointed people live above the law and commit
crimes with impunity is far greater than folks yet realize. There is no one in government who will put
this system to rest. Citizens absolutely must insist on justice. I don’t mean in a small way. I mean an
effort at least equal to the antiwar effort during the Vietnam War era.

